Instructions:

1. Draw a 1" square.
2. Draw a 1" circle.
3. Draw a five-pointed star to fit inside the circle.
4. Align all the objects on top of each other.
5. Color as shown.
6. Now, use Move to create a duplicate set of objects, aligned as shown.
7. Color as shown.
8. Cover the entire page with similar objects (as shown on page 2). Align the objects precisely.

Square:
- stroke=2 pt.s, 60% black;
- fill=30% black

Circle:
- stroke=2 pt.s, white;
- fill=60% black

Star:
- stroke=2 pt.s, 30% black;
- fill=white

Circle:
- stroke=2 pt.s, black;
- fill=30% black

Square:
- stroke=2 pt.s, 30% black;
- fill=60% black